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Dear Andrew ,
Thank you for registering for "In Plain Sight: Funding Body-Worn Cameras and Other VideoBased Policing Initiatives - Sponsored by WatchGuard".
The use of video surveillance in policing has a long and established history. However, recent
events involving officers and citizens, fueled by the Internet and proliferation of social media
have converged to catapult body-worn cameras (BWCs) and other video monitoring techniques
into the public consciousness. As the numerous benefits associated with BWCs, in-car video and
the evidence it provides comes to light, the law enforcement community and the public they
serve are reaching a consensus that BWCs and other video applications are a core component
of 21st Century policing and beyond.
As the demand for such video increases exponentially over the next several years, police
departments and other law enforcement agencies must find a way to fund the implementation of
BWC programs. A comprehensive BWC program is more than purchasing cameras, as it
involves the crafting and implementation of policies and procedures, officer training, digital
evidence management and public outreach.
Join Grants Office, LLC and WatchGuard Video as we explore various grant programs that will
fund BWCs, as well as other solutions such as in-car video. In addition to gaining an
understanding of the funding available and tips to secure grants, participants will learn about the
latest and greatest video technology available to public safety agencies.
Please send your questions, comments and feedback to: mpaddock@grantsoffice.com
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